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September, 2018

Barnes Jewish Hospital/Washington University
Trauma Service
TCD-Trauma

Is this a call for a 
potential transfer or 

consultation?

Consultation
Potential 
Transfer

DAL:
Page requested surgical 

consult service (ie. 
Trauma, Ortho, 
Neurosurgery).

DAL:
Was this patient originally admitted for or seen for a problem that was

a traumatic injury, such as a fall, MVC, fire, assault, or shooting?

YES NO
No need to consult 
Trauma Attending

Patient assumed 
to be accepted by 

the Trauma 
Attending on call

If not on Transfer Limitations:
DAL & ED Communication Center:

Connect caller with EM TCC 
Attending and ED Communication 
Center to receive report on patient. 

Patient to be leveled by ED Attending 
and stability assessed for transport.

Is patient at OSH ED or inpatient?
Is the patient on a backboard? If yes, 
remind Trauma Attending to address. 

OSH ED OSH Inpatient

DAL:
Page Trauma Attending 
on call.  If not returned 
within 5 minutes, call 

Trauma Attending Cell 
314-218-0089

DAL: 
Text Page Surgery Resident 

314-747-1552 with Patient Name,
Age, Sex, Injuries, Level given by

Trauma Attending, Vital Signs and ETA 
along with where patient will be going 

(ICU, Floor) .
 If isolated head or orthopedic injury 

also text page or message the 
Orthopedic or Neurosurgery Attending 
and Orthopedic resident on call with the 

same information.

DAL:
Before the call ends please inform the caller that the 

surgeons may wish to call them back with more 
questions. Please remind them to send images with 
the patient or upload them electronically.  Familiar 

terms for electronic uploads may be “Picom”, 
“ScImage”, or “The Cloud”.  Also request them to 

include prehospital EMS trip sheets.

If on Transfer Limitations:
DAL:

Is this an isolated hip fracture from a same level fall?
Is this an isolated spine fracture without airway compromise, 

hemodynamic instability, or neurologic abnormalities?

DAL: 
Text Page Trauma Attending on call 

and ED Surgery Resident 
314-747-1552 with Patient Name,

Age, Sex, Injuries, Level given by ED
Attending, Vital Signs and ETA.

 If isolated head or orthopedic injury 
also text page or message the 
Orthopedic or Neurosurgery 

Attending and Orthopedic resident 
on call with the same information.

Last Update 

 11/2015 
11/2016
9/2017
9/2018 

Clinical judgement 
supercedes all written 
guidelines

*Backup Numbers (listed in order)
1. 314-253-2281(Trauma Attending on
Call Pager)
2. Dr. Schuerer at 314-574-6920 or 314-
614-0088
3. Dr. Bochicchio at 314-915-5079

If YES to any of above questions, 
page Trauma Attending on call.  
If not returned within 5 minutes, 

call Trauma Attending Cell 
314-218-0089

If NO to any of above questions, follow 
algorithm to contact EM TCC 

Attending. 

**If the ED is unable to accept the 
patient, please page Trauma 

Attending on call.  If not returned 
within 5 minutes, call Trauma 
Attending Cell 314-218-0089**
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